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The report also explained what each charge was for and provided an explanation of the service in the words of the person who had provided the service.
If he had asked I could have given him the information for almost 5 years, but it would have taken longer.
In the Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science at the Johns Hopkins Hospital we have been using a computer based systems to track equipment service information since 1986. This information tracking has led to savings of over $2,000,000.
In 1986 we formed a committee to formalize our departmental service information requirements. We asked for and received suggestions from the technologists, administration and our technicians and engineers. From the information and suggestions we received we developed a system that we used until 1993.
During this time our need for detailed service information has increased. The size of our department has more than doubled. We now have over one hundred x-ray tubes, five MR scanners, six CT scanners, more than twenty ultrasound scanners, over forty radiographic film processors, seventy motorized viewers and dozens of network stations and archives. Soon we will be adding three more CT scanners and two more MR scanners.
State and federal regulatory bodies, as well as the JCAHO, are requiring more and more information about maintenance and QA testing of the equipment.
Grants have become more difficult to get, and one piece of information they are requiring is a maintenance history.
From a financial point of view, we now have entered into shared risk contracts to reduce our maintenance cost. We use the information in our
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By 1988 we had identified a number of weaknesses in our system. We began to develop a new system patterned on Xbase that gave us the same benefits as the older system but could be used on our departmental network and could handle a greater amount of information. This new system being a true database as opposed to a single flat file. This allows us to record information about multiple service calls for any equipment failure. We also track parts used, both by in-house and outside service personnel during each service call.
Work orders can be initiated and updated from any computer connected to our departmental network. Any of our area supervisors can get a status on the equipment that is in their area simply by logging onto the network and requesting a history providing a system ID.
We have expanded our work order system to allow outside service personnel to initiate their own work order in certain cases, and in all cases to enter their own updates of remedial work.
Our latest version, when completed, will allow us to process information pertaining to our service contracts. It will allow us to use the vendor assigned service ID's as easily as our own system ID's.
It will also allow us to transfer information electronically to our shared risk contractor. At the time of this writing we are transferring the information on a floppy disk. When everything is complete we will be able to transfer the information through e-mail.
We are also exploring the possibility of developing software to run under Windows that can access our database. This will shorten the learning curve for new users and increase system usage.
